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The Inter-Community 
School is committed to 
providing a supportive 
and enabling learning 
environment in which all 
members of the community 
are challenged to achieve 
their individual potential, 
encouraged to pursue their 
passions, and expected to 
fulfil their responsibilities. 
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Historical Context
After more than a decade in creation and construction, the Middle Years Programme 
was formally introduced in 1994 to provide a curriculum for international schools 
that was interdisciplinary, relevant, focused on ideas and that transcended national, 
cultural and geographic boundaries. It grew from the best practice and vision of 
teachers and administrators working in schools across the globe. It was designed 
as a coherent and comprehensive framework that would offer academic challenge 
and develop the skills of students from age 11 to 16. It would provide them with the 
attributes required to take action in a complex global platform and ready them for 
the firmly establish Diploma Programme. 

The ongoing development of the MYP curriculum has resulted in a recent major 
overhaul. Work began to critically review the whole programme in 2010 and the 
introduction of the latest curriculum model, MYP Next chapter, was introduced in 
2014. It is within this framework that the ICS curriculum has been developed.

For further information please see The International Baccalaureate Middle Years 
Programme after 30 years: A critical inquiry by Tristan Bunnell http://journals.
sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/1475240911423604

http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/1475240911423604
http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/1475240911423604
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Since 1960, the Inter-Community School Zurich 
(ICS) has been providing a high quality, rigorous 
academic and co-curricular programme for the 
international and local community of Zurich. ICS 
is an Early Years to Grade 12 school that offers 
the Primary Years, Middle Years and Diploma 
Programmes to over 850 students from over 55 
nationalities.

  ICS Educational Philosophy 

The educational programme at ICS is based on 
our educational philosophy:

ICS aspires to enable all students to mature 
holistically into flexible and creative thinkers 
who have the confidence to make a difference. 
The school promotes a warm, inclusive and 
caring culture. ICS provides a challenging 
and engaging approach to learning that is 
collaborative and experiential and builds strong 
partnerships between students, their families 
and the school. The school aspires to be at the 
leading edge of educational practices.

The core values of the school are to provide a 
rigorous and relevant international education 
where students achieve their potential, pursue 
their passion and fulfil their responsibility. We 
believe strongly in an individualised student 
centred approach to teaching and learning and 
share a passionate belief that everyone can 
learn; and everyone can learn how to learn. To 
achieve this we maintain a low student-teacher 
ratio that helps to ensure a personalised 
pathway to a rich and rigorous programme.

  ICS Pedagogical Identity

The following features all define our pedagogical 
identity and demonstrate not just the quality 
of our programme but also where we are 
pushing boundaries to create an extraordinary 
educational experience for all our students.

A key feature of the school’s pedagogical 
identity is the unique culture of ICS – a culture of 
learning and high expectations underpinned by 
our culture of care and community engagement. 

The second feature is who we are as a school. 
ICS is an inclusive, international school with 
students from many different backgrounds, 
educational experiences and learning profiles. 
We offer an education that reflects our rich 
diversity where students have a “voice” 
and opportunities to co-lead to ensure an 
inspirational learning experience.

Another feature is the influence of technology 
and scientific progress on the world. We offer 
an education that is relevant to students’ future 
lives and allows them opportunities to develop 
the skills, tools and character virtues necessary 
for them to adapt and thrive.

  ICS and the IB

The mission statements of ICS and IB are in 
close harmony with each other.

Introduction

ICS Mission Statement

The Inter-Community School is committed to 
providing a supportive and enabling learning 
environment in which all members of the 
community are challenged to achieve their 
individual potential, encouraged to pursue 
their passions and expected to fulfil their 
responsibilities.

IBO Mission Statement

The IBO aims to develop inquiring, 
knowledgeable and caring young people 
who help create a better and more peaceful 
world through intercultural understanding and 
respect. To this end the IBO works with schools, 
governments and international organisations to 
develop challenging programmes of international 
education and rigorous assessment. These 
programmes encourage students across the 
world to become active, compassionate and 
lifelong learners who understand that other 
people with their differences, can also be right.
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At ICS, the IB programmes help to create a safe 
and supportive environment in which students 
are able to maximise their academic potential. In 
both the Primary Years Programme (PYP) and 
Middle Years Programme (MYP), every student 
is an IB student and engages in a process of 
guided inquiry and conceptual understanding 
that is a feature of these frameworks. As 
students complete the MYP in Grade 10, they 
identify the most rigorous and relevant pathway 

that aligns with their personal goals and choose 
subjects from the IB Diploma Programme that 
will help them obtain these goals. In addition, 
from Grades 9 to 12, students concurrently 
achieve the credits needed to satisfy the ICS 
High School Diploma requirements.

The IB offers three programmes that complement and develop students from Primary through 
Secondary. At the end of the continuum, students are ready to take their place in the world outside 
of school.

Figure 1 The Three Programmes:

An Academic and Development Continuum

  The IB Learner Profile

The IB learner profile is developed throughout 
the three programmes and describes a broad 
range of aptitudes and responsibilities that are 
not always related to academic success. The 
development of these qualities is instrumental in 
readying students with the skills they require for 
engagement within a complex global society.

The learner profile aims to develop students 
who are:

● Inquirers
● Knowledgeable
● Thinkers
● Communicators
● Principled
● Open-minded
● Caring
● Risk-takers
● Balanced
● Reflective
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Figure 1 
Middle Years Programme model
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The IB Middle Years Programme (MYP) is a five-year programme designed to educate students 
from Grade 6 through Grade 10. The MYP provides a framework of learning that differs from other 
educational systems in that it focuses on metacognition or ‘learning how to learn’. The students’ 
educational experience is framed by the interrelationship between inquiry, action and reflection (see 
Figure 2). 

The programme emphasizes intellectual 
challenge and encourages teachers and 
students to make connections between studies in 
traditional subjects and real world contexts. The 
Approaches to Learning (ATL) skills are explicitly 
taught throughout subject areas and across 
interdisciplinary topics, and are the cornerstone 
of the programme. Communication, collaboration, 
organization, self-management, reflection, 
research, informational literacy, media literacy, 
creative and critical thinking, and transfer of 
learning are the key ATL components. In addition, 
the programme fosters international mindedness 
as well as intercultural awareness by placing much 
of the learning in a global context.

The MYP describes its curriculum as ‘a curriculum 
of big ideas and essential understandings’. 
Without doubt, there is essential knowledge that 
students must gain over the programme from 
many disciplines but understanding how the 
knowledge was gained is essential to the MYP 
curriculum. Students develop methods of inquiry, 
instilling in them a deep understanding of the facts. 
This facilitates transfer of skills and knowledge 
within and across disciplines. Students can then 
develop ideas and solve problems in unfamiliar 
circumstances. Reflection on the how and why 
they chose to tackle a given issue and its outcome 
further deepen their understanding of how they 
learn best. 

The academic programme is delivered via eight 
subject groups: Arts, Design, Individuals and 
Societies, Language Acquisition, Language and 
Literature, Mathematics, Physical and Health 
Education and Sciences (see figure 1). Although 
students are timetabled for traditional subjects, 
interdisciplinary teaching and learning builds 
a connected curriculum. The MYP curriculum 
uses concepts and contexts as starting points for 
meaningful integration and transfer of knowledge 

across the subject groups. The Core areas of 
the programme – Action, Service and Personal 
Project – complement the academic subjects and 
are designed to develop the whole child. Together, 
with the emphasis on approaches to teaching and 
learning, the more holistic perspective of the MYP 
benefits students immensely and prepares them 
for further rigorous academic study. It also equips 
them with multicultural understanding and thus 
they are better able to integrate and engage in a 
global society. 

  Assessment in the MYP

Assessment in the Middle Years Programme 
can be divided into two parts, though they are 
not mutually exclusive. Formative assessment 
is ongoing and allows teachers to gather 
information about how best to support a 
student’s learning. Summative assessment 
is used to measure whether the student has 
achieved the learning objectives.

Assessment in the MYP is criterion related. 
For all subjects there are four equally weighted 
criteria. Each assessment criteria contains 
achievement level descriptors that are 
matched against student performance within 
a task. For all summative and some formative 
assessments, the students’ performance in 
each criterion is judged against the achievement 
levels 1 (minimum) to 8 (maximum). 

The semester 1 report is an interim report 
for the first part of the academic year. The 
second semester report however, reflects the 
assessment carried out throughout the whole 
academic year. To arrive at a grade at the end 
of a marking period, teachers gather sufficient 
evidence of achievement levels from a range 

Figure 2 Interrelationship  
between the three tenets of the MYP 

INQUIRY ACTION

REFLECTION

The MYP - Overview 
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of assessment tasks to enable them to make 
a professional and informed judgment in each 
criterion. They add together the student’s final 
achievement levels in all criteria of a subject.
The subject grades from 1 (minimum) to 7 

(maximum), use the grade boundaries shown 
below to convert the criterion levels total for 
each student. The four assessment criteria 
for each subject are shown under the subject 
descriptions shown on the next few pages.

THE CORE ELEMENTS OF THE MIDDLE 
YEARS PROGRAMME

The core elements of the MYP complement 
the academic subjects and contribute to the 
holistic nature of learning typified by the MYP. 
Action, service and the community engagement 
are not assessed formally but are an essential 
component of a well-rounded student. The 
Personal Project is formally assessed internally 
and is subject to external moderation. 

SERVICE LEARNING AND COMMUNITY 
ENGAGEMENT

At ICS, we embrace the objectives of the MYP 
“service as action” and combine them with the 
six ideals of Round Square (internationalism, 

democracy, environmentalism, adventure, 
leadership and service) to define our service 
learning and community engagement goals. 
Together these specifically address the 
components of our mission, where students 
are challenged to achieve their individual 
potential, pursue their passions and fulfil their 
responsibilities. Service as action is experiential 
learning where students are involved directly 
or indirectly with an authentic need by other 
people, animals or the environment. The 
learning involves the student in a cycle of 
research, planning, action and reflection. 
The diagram below outlines the cycle. The 
programme is delivered via the Personal 
Development Programme – a key component 
of our pastoral care curriculum and taught from 
Grades 6 to 10. Students may work individually 

Grade Boundary guidelines Descriptor

7 28-32

Produces high-quality, frequently innovative work. Communicates 
comprehensive, nuanced understanding of concepts and contexts. 
Consistently demonstrates sophisticated critical and creative thinking. 
Frequently transfers knowledge and skills with independence and 
expertise in a variety of complex classroom and real-world situations.

6 24-27

Produces high-quality, occasionally innovative work. Communicates 
extensive understanding of concepts and contexts. Demonstrates 
critical and creative thinking, frequently with sophistication. Uses 
knowledge and skills in familiar and unfamiliar classroom and real-world 
situations, often with independence.

5 19-23

Produces generally high-quality work. Communicates secure 
understanding of concepts and contexts. Demonstrates critical and 
creative thinking, sometimes with sophistication. Uses knowledge and 
skills in familiar classroom and real-world situations and, with support, 
some unfamiliar real world situations.

4 15-18

Produces good-quality work. Communicates basic understanding of 
most concepts and contexts with few misunderstandings and minor 
gaps. Often demonstrates basic critical and creative thinking. Uses 
knowledge and skills with some flexibility in familiar classroom situations, 
but requires support in unfamiliar situations.

3 10-14

Produces work of an acceptable quality. Communicates basic 
understanding of many concepts and contexts, with occasionally 
significant misunderstandings or gaps. Begins to demonstrate some 
basic critical and creative thinking. Is often inflexible in the use of 
knowledge and skills, requiring support even in familiar classroom 
situations.

2 6-9

Produces work of limited quality. Expresses misunderstandings or 
significant gaps in understanding for many concepts and contexts. 
Infrequently demonstrates critical or creative thinking. Generally 
inflexible in the use of knowledge and skills, infrequently applying 
knowledge and skills.

1 1-5

Produces work of very limited quality. Conveys many significant 
misunderstandings or lacks understanding of most concepts and 
contexts. Very rarely demonstrates critical or creative thinking. Very 
inflexible, rarely using knowledge or skills.
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PERSONAL PROJECT

The personal project is a student-centred 
and age-appropriate extended piece of work, 
that enables students to engage in practical 
explorations through a cycle of inquiry, action and 
reflection. The personal project helps students to 
develop the attributes of the IB learner profile by 

providing students with an essential opportunity 
to demonstrate the approaches to learning (ATL) 
skills developed through Grades 6 to 10, while 
fostering the development of independent and 
lifelong learning.

SERVICE LEARNING CYCLE
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Figure 3 

or in groups and each student is required to 
keep a digital journal of his/her service and 
action. Throughout the five-year programme, 
students will realise the following eight learning 
outcomes: 

1. Develop international mindedness through 
global engagement, multilingualism and 
intercultural understanding. 

2. Consider the ethical implications of one’s
actions.

3. Understand new challenges that develop
new skills.

4. Work collaboratively with others.
5. Show commitment and perseverance.
6. Initiate and plan service activities.
7. Demonstrate a wide awareness of one’s

own strengths and growth.
8. Complete a Personal Project.
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The project at ICS has three components that 
students must demonstrate: 

1. Their engagement in the process they 
follow; 

2. The product or outcome they create;
3. The report or presentation that they make 

explains what they have achieved and 
learned. 

In the initial stages of the project, the students 
document their thinking and research in a 
Process Journal located in ManageBac. This 
journal becomes indispensable throughout 
the project for the students to capture all 
of their ideas, references, reflections and 
accomplishments. Every student is assigned a 
personal project supervisor who will guide the 
student through the various stages of the project 
and provide formative feedback in ManageBac.

The assessment of the Personal Project is 
based on three components which are graded 
1-7: 

    Personal Engagement (process)

Students should be able to:

 ● demonstrate personal engagement and 
enthusiasm throughout the process.

 ● document detailed evidence of 
decision-making and personal reflection 
during the research and planning phases 
using their process journal in ManageBac. 

 ● set and attend meetings which supervisor.

    Product

Students should be able to: 

 ● Produce a high-quality product/outcome.
 ● Demonstrate thorough and innovative 

connections with the ATL skills they 
applied, their goal and its success criteria. 

    Final report that the students produce at the 
end of the process. 

The Final Report has three assessment 
criteria that combine to form the final grade. 
Each criterion has eight possible achievement 
levels (1–8), divided into four bands that 
generally represent limited (1–2); adequate 
(3–4); substantial (5–6); and excellent (7–8) 
performance with descriptors used by the 
marking panel to make “best-fit” judgments 
about students’ progress and achievement. 

Criterion A: Planning 

Students should be able to: 

 ● state a learning goal for the project and 
explain how a personal interest led to that 
goal.

 ● state an intended product and develop 
appropriate success criteria for the 
product. 

 ● present a clear, detailed plan for achieving 
the product and its associated success 
criteria.

Criterion B: Applying skills

Students should be able to: 

 ● explain how the ATL skill(s) was/were 
applied to help achieve their learning goal.

 ● explain how the ATL skill(s) was/were 
applied to help achieve their product.

Criterion C: Reflecting

Students should be able to: 

 ● explain the impact of the project on 
themselves or their learning.

 ● evaluate the product based on the success 
criteria.
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Subject Grade 6 Grade 7 Grade 8 Grade 9 Grade 10 (Option)

Perform 
ing Arts

6.1 An Introduction to 
Drama 
6.2 An Introduction to 
Ensemble (Music) 
6.3 Creativity, En-
semble and Creating 
Atmosphere (Drama) 
6.4 An Introduction 
to The Elements of 
Music 
6.5 Opposites 
(Dance) 
6.6 The Sounds of 
Change (Music)

7.1 Geometric 
Art (Dance and 
Theater Tech) 
7.2 Popular Music 
(Music)
7.3 Musical 
Evolution
7.4 Our Stories/
Mime and 
Melodrama ( 
Drama)
7.5 Musical 
Theater 
(Drama and 
Music)

Drama 
(Option)

8.1 What’s the 
Issue
8.2 Epic Brecht
8.3 Puppetry
8.4 Script Explo-
ration

9.1 Comedy 
Scripts and Multi 
Role
9.2 Theatre of the 
Oppressed
9.3 Devised 
Theatre
9.4 World Theatre/
Commedia

10.1 Theories and The-
orists: How did we get 
here? Berkoff/Artaud
10.2 Group Devising/
Directing Project
10.3 Production Ele-
ments/World Theatre
10.4 Monologues / Duo-
logues/Scriptwork

Music 
(Option)

8.1 The Blues 
Effect
8.2 Music & Media
8.3 Presenting

9.1 Protest Music
9.2 The History of 
Western Music
9.3 Playlists

10.1 Dance Music
10.2 Going Solo
10.3  Stage and Screen
10.4 Experimenting with 
Music

Visual 
Arts

6.1 Visual Elements 
through Drawing
6.2 Visual Elements 
through Sculpture
6.3 Visual Elements 
through Photography
6.4 Visual Elements 
through Printmaking
6.5 Visual Elements 
through Ceramics
6.6 Visual Elements 
through Painting

7.1 Visual Ele-
ments through 
Drawing
7.2 Visual Ele-
ments through 
Sculpture
7.3 Visual Ele-
ments through 
Painting
7.4 Visual Ele-
ments through 
Printmaking 

8.1 Principles of 
Art through Ce-
ramics
8.2 Principles 
of Art through 
Painting
8.3 Principles of 
Art through Pho-
tography
8.4 Principles 
of Art through 
Drawing

9.1 Formal 
Analysis through 
Drawing
9.2. Formal 
Analysis through 
Sculpture 
9.3 Formal 
Analysis through 
Lens-based

10.1 Functions of Art 
through Painting
10.2 Functions of Art 
through Printmaking
10.3 Functions of Art 
through Lens-based

  THE SUBJECT GROUPS

THE ARTS

The Arts curriculum in the MYP allows students 
to work as artists as well as study the work of 
acclaimed international artists. It empowers 
them to develop creatively as they gain 
knowledge of the subjects. The key aims of the 
MYP Arts are to encourage and enable students 
to do the following: 

 ● Create and present art; 
 ● Develop skills specific to the discipline; 
 ● Engage in a process of creative exploration 

and (self-) discovery; 
 ● Make purposeful connections between 

investigation and practice; 
 ● Understand the relationship between art 

and its contexts; 
 ● Respond to and reflect on art; and, 
 ● Deepen their understanding of the world. 

The Arts are divided into the Performing Arts 
and Visual Arts. Here at ICS, Dance, Drama and 
Music make up the Performing Arts. Visual Arts 
incorporates a variety of 2D, 3D and lens-based 
artmaking media, such as painting, drawing, 
printmaking, ceramics, photography and film. In 
Grades 6 and 7, the students have integrated 
performing Arts classes whereas in Grades 
8–10 there are optional choices available to the 
students in individual Arts: Visual Art, Music or 
Drama. This allows for greater depth of study 
and development within a particular strand of 
the Arts. 

At ICS, the curriculum is delivered through 
various topics studied in the different years 
of the programme. An example of what these 
topics might be are listed in the table below.
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The four assessment criteria in the Arts are as 
follows. 

Criterion A: Investigating. Students learn 
to appreciate the arts by developing research 
skills that allow them to explore art movements 
or genres and artworks/performances. Their 
focus is on the art genre or movement and 
artworks/performances, rather than biographical 
information about artists. Students learn how to 
critique the artworks/performances of others and 
to communicate in subject-specific language or 
terminology.

Criterion B: Developing. Practical exploration 
promotes active participation in an art form that 
allows students to acquire and develop skills and 
techniques that help them to experiment with 
the art form. Evidence of practical exploration 
is not limited to written form. Students use 
both practical exploration and knowledge 
and understanding of art and artworks to 
purposefully inform artistic decisions.

Criterion C: Creating/Performing. The 
acquisition and development of skills should 
be visible in both the process and the outcome. 
The command of skills and techniques is 
demonstrated both through the process of 

creation, and of the performance or creation of 
a finalized piece of artwork. 

Criterion D: Evaluating. Through reflecting on 
their work and on themselves, students become 
more aware of their own artistic development 
and the role that the arts play in their lives and 
in the world. When evaluating their own artwork 
or performance, students should consider 
elements, techniques and context. The Arts 
process journal should be used throughout the 
process stage to keep a record of reflections 
that students can refer to when developing 
the final reflection. Development as an artist 
includes development of personal skills, such 
as affective skills and problem-solving skills, 
as well as development of artistic skills and 
techniques. Students’ reflections should answer 
the questions: “What have I learned that can be 
taken forward and applied to other projects?” 
and “What would I do differently if I did this 
project again?”

Each of these criteria will be assessed on 
numerous occasions throughout the course 
of the students’ journey through the MYP. The 
assessments will take many different formats, 
such as formal presentations, written reports, 
performances, and exhibition work.
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DESIGN

The Design curriculum in MYP allows students to focus on solving a problem within a ‘big idea’ that 
has significance for the student. The students formulate initial questions that guide their research 
into their ‘big idea’. With the knowledge and skills they gain, students develop their ideas for 
solutions and begin to suggest design proposals to solve the problem they want to address. Using 
their plans, they develop their solutions while making and justifying necessary changes along the 
way. The final stages of the project require the students to test their solution, evaluate its success, 
suggest further adaptations to fine tune the solution and explain its impact. This is the general route 
for the production of new products and technologies and certainly for those that have given rise to 
the enormous changes we see in the world today (e.g. the digital and technological revolutions). The 
MYP Design curriculum challenges students’ practical, creative and critical thinking skills and also 
forces them to consider environmental and social consequences of designs.

The MYP design cycle (Figure 4) shows how the general curriculum is delivered although there are 
many different possible interpretations of what can be delivered. At ICS, MYP design is taught in 
Grades 6–9 as a compulsory subject but is optional in Grade 10. The table shows an example of the 
topics that MYP design students could expect to encounter over the programme. 

Figure 5 
MYP DESIGN CYCLE
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There are four assessment criteria in design: 

Criterion A: Inquiring and analysing. 
Students are presented with a design situation 
from which they identify a problem that needs to 
be solved. They analyse the need for a solution 
and conduct an inquiry into the nature of the 
problem. 

Criterion B: Developing ideas. Students 
write a detailed specification which drives the 
development of a solution. They then present 
the solution. 

Criterion C: Creating the solution. Students 
plan the creation of the chosen solution, then 
follow the plan to create a prototype sufficient 
for testing and evaluation. 

Criterion D: Evaluating. Students design tests 
to evaluate the solution, carry out those tests 
and objectively evaluate its success. Students 
identify areas where the solution could be 
improved and explain how their solution will 
influence the client or target audience. 

Each of these criteria will be addressed 
throughout the design cycle process. The 
assessments could include written plans 
and reports, design portfolios, products and 
reflective statements.

INDIVIDUALS AND SOCIETIES

The MYP individuals and societies subject 
group incorporates historical, geographical, 
political, social, economic, and cultural 
factors that affect individuals, societies and 
environments. This subject is firmly grounded 
in inquiry and investigation. It allows students 
to evaluate different types of sources of 
information (e.g. primary and secondary 
sources) and encourages them to develop the 
skills to determine the validity of the sources. 
The curriculum encourages students to look 
at the world from many different perspectives 
and critically appreciate the diversity of human 
culture, attitudes and beliefs. Another focus 
is the idea of ‘tolerance of uncertainty’, as 
content and methodology are debatable. During 
the course students will collect, describe and 
analyse data; test hypotheses; and learn how to 
interpret increasingly complex information. This 
focus on real-world examples, research and 
analysis is an essential aspect of the subject. 

The MYP individuals and societies curriculum 
allows students to study the diversity within 
and the commonalities between the human 
species and the environments we live in. It 
encourages the understanding of how these 
systems evolved and the complex interactions 
that allow them to be sustained. At ICS I&S is 
a compulsory subject from Grade 6 to Grade 
10. The students can expect to cover the topics 
outlined below during their five years of I&S 
study.

Subject Grade 6 Grade 7 Grade 8 Grade 9 Grade 10 (Options)

Design 6.1 What Is The 
Design Cycle? - 
Logo Design
6.2 In Flight 
Service - Product 
Design
6.3 - In Flight 
Rest - Fashion 
Design

7.1 - Animate 
Digital Design
7.2 - Old School 
Animation 
(Zoetrope) - 
Product Design
7.3 - What’s Your 
Character - Digital 
Design

8.1 - Introduc-
ing… - Digital 
Design
8.2 - Film Watch-
ing Experience - 
Product Design
8.3 - The Gr8 
Movie So Far.. - 
Digital Design

9.1 -Fashion 
Accessories - 
Product Design
9.2 - Smart 
Fashion - Fashion 
Design
9.3 - Social Media 
- Digital Design

Design
10.1 Temporary Auton-
omous Zones Product, 
Digital, Fashion Design
10.2 Major Project
Product, Digital, Fashion 
Design

Subject Grade 6 Grade 7 Grade 8 Grade 9 Grade 10 (Option)

Individ-
uals & 
Societies

6.1 Geographer’s 
Toolbox
6.2 Historian’s 
Toolbox
6.3 Ancient Civili-
zations
6.4 Where we live

7.1 Economic 
Systems and 
Equity 
 7.2 What was life 
like in the Middle 
Ages?
7.3 The Renais-
sance
7.4 What People 
believe

8.1 Columbian 
Exchange 
 8.2 Revolutions 
& Enlightenment
8.3 Climate 
Change
8.4 How 
Societies are 
Governed

9.1 The Industrial 
Revolution
 9.2 War as a 
Transformative 
Force
9.3 Model United 
Nations - Popula-
tion Dynamics 
9.4 Food Produc-
tion

10.1 Foundations of 
Economic Theory
10.2 Sustainability
10.3 Imperialism
10.4 Civil Rights in the 
20th Century
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The four assessment criteria in individuals and 
societies are as follows: 

Criterion A: Knowing and understanding. 
Students develop factual and conceptual 
knowledge about individuals and societies. 

Criterion B: Investigating. Students develop 
systematic research skills and processes 
associated with disciplines in the humanities and 
social sciences. Students develop successful 
strategies for investigating independently and in 
collaboration with others. 

Criterion C: Communicating. Students 
develop skills to organize, document and 
communicate their learning using a variety of 
media and presentation formats. 

Criterion D: Thinking critically. Students use 
critical-thinking skills to develop and apply their 
understanding of individuals and societies and 
the process of investigation. 

The assessments in I&S are many and varied. 
As examples, the students will be expected to 
prepare oral presentations, written reports and 
posters as well as write formal examinations.

LANGUAGE ACQUISITION

The principle of international understanding 
via international mindedness and intercultural 
awareness in the MYP necessitates that 
students study the language and culture of at 
least one country other than their own. Being 
able to acquire an additional language allows 
the students to become immersed in a further 
culture in ways that could not be achieved 
otherwise. Students at ICS have varied 
language proficiencies and the MYP has set 

out a curriculum framework that allows all 
students to develop good communication skills 
and become proficient in the target language. 
These skills will enable students to become 
better prepared for life in a global society. 

At ICS the language acquisition options in 
the MYP are English, French, German and 
Spanish. German is a compulsory subject 
in Grades 6–10 with French and Spanish 
as optional choices. English for Academic 
Purposes might be required for students 
who are novice learners of the language. 
Within these languages, there are various 
phases and a student will be placed in the 
most appropriate level. Not every phase for 
every year is shown. An example of the topics 
students would expect to cover at the various 
phases is shown below.

Students who have a proficient level (Phase 
6) of German follow a course which includes 
in-depth analysis of written texts, in addition 
to developing the core language skills from 
Grade 6 to 8. During the first semester of 
Grade 8 these students will be assessed on 
the MYP Language acquisition criteria of 
Listening, Reading, Speaking and Writing. 
During the second semester of Grade 8 
the same students will be assessed on the 
MYP Language and Literature criteria of 
Analyzing, Organizing, Producing text, and 
Using language. Taking into consideration 
students’ language profile and proficiency, 
we will recommend either German Language 
and Literature or German Language 
Acquisition which students will then follow 
from Grade 9-12. We will communicate our 
recommendation during the second semester 
of Grade 8.
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Subject Grade 6–10 

German 
Language 
Acquisition 
Emergent
Phase 1

1. My family and I (Meine Familie und ich)
2. Time and school (Zeit und Schule)
3. At the doctor’s (Beim Arzt)
4. Shopping (Einkaufen gehen)
5. Freetime, sport and hobbies (Freizeit, Sport und Hobbys)

Emergent
Phase 2.1 

1. At home and in school (Zu Hause und in der Schule)
2. Rights and responsibilities at school and at home
(Rechte und Pflichten in der Schule und zu Hause)
3. What did you do in the holidays (at the weekend)?
(Was hast du in den Ferien (am Wochende) gemacht?)
4. Orientation in Zürich (Orientierung in Zürich)
5. Family and friends (Familie und Freunde)

Emergent
Phase 2.2 

1. Holidays and travel (Ferien und Reisen)
2. Celebrating festivals (Feste feiern)
3. Healthy Lifestyles (Gesundes Leben)
4. Nature and the Environment (Natur und Umwelt)

Emergent
Phase 2.3 

1. Language and learning biographies (Sprach- und Lernbiographie)
2. Famous personalities  (Berühmte Persönlichkeiten)
3. All our senses (Mit allen Sinnen)
4. Inventions (Erfindungen)

Capable
Phase 3.1 

1. Children’s Rights (Kinderrechte)
2. Earning and spending (Geld verdienen)
3. What is beauty? (Was ist Schönheit?)
4. Conflicts and peer pressure (Freundschaft und Konflikte)

Capable
Phase 3.2 

1. The media and computer worlds (Medien und Computerwelten)
2. Environment and travel (Umwelt und Reisen)
3. Future plans and careers (Zukunftspläne)
4. Art and language (Kunst und Sprache) 

Capable
Phase 4.1 

1. Switzerland as homeland (Die Schweiz als Heimat)
2. Generations (Generationen)
3. Short stories (Kurzgeschichten)
4. Social commitment (Soziales Engagement)

Proficient 
Phase 5.1

1. School as a place of work-descriptions (Arbeitsort Schule - Beschreibungen)
2. Of animals and humans -non-fiction texts, fables (Von Tieren und Menschen- 
Sachtexte, Fabeln)
3. Be afraid - show courage (Angst haben - Mut beweisen)
4. Youth literature: Krabat (Jugendliteratur: Krabat)

Proficient 
Phase 5.2

1. Stories in poems -ballads (Geschichten in Gedichten - Balladen)
2. Fascinating Alps -learn key facts and how to argue (Faszinierende Alpen 
-informieren und argumentieren)
3. Youth novel: “Don’t call me Ishmael” (Jugendroman: “Nennt mich nicht 
Ismael”)
4. Secret Seducers -Language in Advertising (Geheime Verführer -Sprache in 
der Werbung)

Proficient 
Phase 6.3

Language Acquisition
8.1 What’s new? (Newspaper articles, News)
Was gibt’s neues? (Zeitungsartikeln, Nachrichten)
8.2 Being different - Anders sein. Wolfgang Herrndorf ‘Tschick’ 

Language & Literature
8.3 Short stories, Poems (Kurzgeschichten, Gedichte)
8.4 Friedrich Schiller Wilhelm Tell
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Subject Grade 6 Grade 7 Grade 8 Grade 9 Grade 10

French 
Language
acquisition

Phase 1
6.1 Greetings 
(Bonjour) 
6.2 All about me 
(Tout sur moi) 
6.3 At home 
(Chez moi)
6.4 My school 
(Mon école)

Phases 1.2 and 
2.1
7.1 Free-time 
activities (Les 
loisirs)
7.2 In the city (En 
ville)
7.3 At a café (Au 
café)
7.4 At the shops 
(Aux magasins)

Phase 2.2
8.1 Holidays and 
travel destina-
tions (Vacances 
et voyages)
8.2 Daily routine 
(La Quotidienne)
8.3 The Body (Le 
Corps)

Phases 3 & 4 
9.1 Relationships 
(Les relations)
9.2 Projects and 
responsibilities 
(Les projets et 
obligations)
9.3 Communication 
and technology (La 
Communication et 
La Technologie)

Phase 4/5
10.1 Healthy life-
styles (La santé)
10.2 My planet 
(L’environnement)
10.3 Education and 
Work (L’éducation 
et l’emploi)

Spanish 
Language 
Acquisition

Phase 1
6.1 My life (Mi 
vida)
6.2 My family (Mi 
familia) 
6.3 My school (Mi 
instituto)
6.4 My house/
my city 
(El lugar donde 
vivo)
6.5 Hobbies and 
pastimes (Mi 
tiempo libre)

Phases 1.2 and 2
7.1 I introduce 
myself (Me pre-
sento)
7.2 Free time 
(¿Qué hacemos?)
7.3 Holidays (Mis 
vacaciones)
7.4 Food and 
healthy eating (La 
comida)
7.5 Shopping (De 
compras)

Phase 2.2/3 
8.1 All about me 
(Todo sobre mi)
8.2 Education 
(La educación)
8.3 Holidays (De 
vacaciones)
8.4 What had 
happened? (Que 
ha pasado)
8.5 Sports (Los 
deportes)

Phase 3 
9.1 At home and at 
work (En casa y en 
el trabajo)
9.2 Balanced 
Lifestyle (Una vida 
equilibrada)
9.3 Shopping (De 
compras)
9.4 Social Media & 
the News (Social 
Media y las noti-
cias)
9.5 My future (Mi 
future
9.6 Languages of 
my life (Las len-
guas de mi vida) - 
Only for Phase 3
9.6 On the road 
(En ruta) - Only for 
Phase 2

Phase 4 
10.1 Healthy 
lifestyle (Hábitos 
saludables)
10.2 The environ-
ment (¡Cuidemos 
nuestro mundo!)
10.3 Beliefs and 
Values (Creencias 
y valores)
10.4 Art in Spain 
and Latin-America 
(Arte en España y 
Latinoamérica)
10.5 Festivals and 
Traditions in Spain 
and Latin-America 
(Festivales y tradi-
ciones en España 
y Latinoamérica)

Subject Grade 6 Grade 7 Grade 8 Grade 9 Grade 10

English as 
an Additional 
Language 
(EAL)
Grades 6-8

English for 
Academic 
Purposes (EAP) 
Grades 9&10 

6.1 Mandala Me
6.2 Fractured 
Fairy Tales
6.3 Cultural Walk-
ing Tour
6.4 Changemak-
ers

7.1 What is my 
Cultural Identity?
7.2 How can I De-
velop my writing?
7.3 How can I 
compare and 
contrast?
7.4 Let’s trans lan-
guage the world!

8.1 Comparing & 
Contrasting
8.2 Cause & 
Effect
8.3 Problems & 
Solutions 
8.4 Describing 
with the Senses
8.5 Social Situ-
ations
8.6 Historical 
Narratives

9.1 Using the Writ-
ing Process
9.2 Nothing But the 
Facts
9.3 Health and Our 
Habits
9.4 A Beautiful 
Mind 

10.1 The Art of 
Debating
10.2 Incorporating 
Academic Re-
search
10.3 Motivational 
Speaking
10.4 Working Un-
der Pressure

The four assessment criteria in acquisition 
languages are as follows: 

Criterion A: Listening

Comprehending spoken language presented 
in multimodal text encompasses aspects of 
listening and viewing. The process involves the 
student in interpreting and constructing meaning 
from spoken and multimodal text to understand 
how images and other spatial aspects presented 
with oral text interplay to convey ideas, values 
and attitudes. Engaging with text requires the 
student to think creatively and critically about 
what is viewed, and to be aware of opinions, 

attitudes and cultural references presented in 
the visual text. The student might, for example, 
reflect on feelings and actions, imagine himself 
or herself in another’s situation, or gain new 
perspectives and develop empathy, based on 
what he or she has understood in the text.

Criterion B: Reading

Comprehending written language presented 
with multimodal text encompasses aspects of 
reading and viewing. It involves the student in 
constructing meaning and interpreting written, 
spatial and visual aspects of texts to understand 
how images presented with written text interplay 
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to convey ideas, values and attitudes. Engaging 
with text requires the student to think creatively 
and critically about what is read and viewed, 
and to be aware of opinions, attitudes and 
cultural references presented in the written 
text. The student might, for example, reflect on 
feelings and actions, imagine himself or herself 
in another’s situation, gain new perspectives 
and develop empathy, based on what he or she 
has understood in the text.

Criterion C: Speaking

In the language acquisition classroom, 
students will have opportunities to develop their 
communication skills by interacting on a range 
of topics of personal, local and global interest 
and significance, with the support of spoken, 
written and visual texts in the target language 
(multimodal texts). When speaking in the target 
language, students apply their understanding 
of linguistic and literary concepts to develop a 
variety of structures, strategies and techniques 
with increasing skill and effectiveness. This is 
the use of the language system, including their 
use of grammar, pronunciation and vocabulary.

Criterion D: Writing

This objective relates to the correct and 
appropriate use of the written target language. 
It involves recognizing and using language 
suitable to the audience and purpose, for 
example, the language used at home, the 
language of the classroom, formal and informal 
exchanges, and social and academic language. 
When writing in the target language, students 
apply their understanding of language, form, 
mode, medium and literary concepts to express 
ideas, values and opinions in creative and 

meaningful ways. They develop a variety of 
structures using strategies (spelling, grammar, 
plot, character, punctuation, voice, format, 
audience) and techniques with increasing skill 
and effectiveness.

LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE

In the study of language and literature, students 
have the opportunity to develop their strongest 
language. The study of language and literature 
is essential as it aids cognitive and intellectual 
development. It is a link into the culture of the 
people who speak the target language and 
allows students to understand the culture at a 
deeper level. Studying language and literature 
increases the ability to not only communicate, 
but to be creative, analytical and reflective 
thinkers. A sound knowledge of a ‘first’ language 
helps in the learning of subsequent languages. 
In addition, all other disciplines rely on high 
levels of language so that their content and 
ideas can be understood. In the MYP language 
and literature course, student learning centres 
around six domains - listening, speaking, 
reading, writing, viewing and presenting. It 
includes a balanced study of genres and literary 
texts, including a world literature component. 
Students’ interactions with texts generate 
moral, social, economic, political, cultural and 
environmental insights. Through their studies, 
students learn how to form opinions, make 
decisions, and engage in ethical reasoning. 

At ICS the language and literature courses are 
offered in English and German. The framework 
within which the language and literature courses 
are delivered is shown below.

Subject Grade 6 Grade 7 Grade 8 Grade 9 Grade 10

English 6.1 Book Clubs
6.2 The Reader’s 
Experience
6.3 Non-Fiction: 
Speech Writing
6.4  Poetry and 
Me
6.5 Is all the world 
a stage?
6.6 The Art of the 
Graphic Novel

7.1 Growing Up in 
Different Cultures
7.2 The Art of 
Storytelling
7.3 Global Issues: 
Raising Aware-
ness Through 
Language
7.4 Poetry: Com-
ing of Age

8.1 Family Mem-
ories
8.2 Poetry: Look-
ing Beneath the 
Surface
8.3  Rhetoric and 
Power
8.4 YOU in the 
Media

9.1 Short Story 
9.2 Romeo and 
Juliet
9.3 Power and 
Privilege: World 
Novel Study
9.4 Mass Commu-
nication, Culture 
and Media Literacy

10.1 The Outsider
10.2 Poetry Study 
and Performance
10.3 Global 
perspectives
10.4 War and Art: 
an Intertextual Unit
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The four assessment criteria in language and 
literature are as follows: 

Criterion A: Analysing. Students demonstrate 
an understanding of the creator’s choices, the 
relationship between the various components of 
a text and between texts, and make inferences 
about audience responses and creator’s 
purposes. Students use the text to support 
their own responses and reflect on different 
perspectives and interpretations. 

Criterion B: Organizing. Students understand 
and organize their ideas and opinions using a 
range of appropriate conventions for different 
forms and purposes of communication. Students 
recognise the importance of maintaining 
academic honesty, respecting intellectual 
property rights and referencing all sources 
accurately. 

Criterion C: Producing text. Students produce 
written and spoken text, focusing on the creative 
process itself and on the understanding of the 
connection between the creator and his or her 
audience. Students make choices aimed at 
producing texts that affect both the creator and 
the audience. 

Criterion D: Using language. Students 
develop, organize and express themselves and 
communicate thoughts, ideas and information. 
They use accurate and varied language that is 
appropriate to the context and intention. 

The assessments throughout Grades 6–10 are 
varied and utilise the key foci of the programme 
– listening, speaking, reading, writing, viewing

and presenting. Students will have many 
opportunities to develop and refine these skills. 

MATHEMATICS

The need for numeracy is unequivocal and 
is an essential component of a balanced 
education. The study of Mathematics improves 
problem solving and analytical skills. Learning 
Mathematics supports students moving from 
specific concrete thinking to abstract thinking 
and deepens their logical and critical thinking 
skills. These attributes help students in all 
areas of the curriculum and facilitate knowledge 
and skill transfer between disciplines. The 
framework for MYP mathematics is based on 
inquiry and allows for the development of skills 
at different levels, thus allowing the students 
to progress at optimal rates. The goal of MYP 
mathematics is to promote sustained inquiry 
by developing conceptual understanding within 
global contexts. 

The MYP Mathematics course covers four 
areas of Mathematics: Numerical and abstract 
reasoning; Thinking with models; Spatial 
reasoning; and Reasoning with data. In 
Grades 6–9, all classes follow the same basic 
curriculum with differentiation occurring within 
the class. In Grade 10, two levels of the course 
allow students optimal challenge either in the 
extended or Standard Mathematics course. 
The Extended Mathematics course covers all 
the basic mathematical principles studied in the 
standard course while also delving into some of 
the topics in greater depth and covering some 
additional topics. The range of topics studied by 

Subject Grade 6 Grade 7 Grade 8 Grade 9 Grade 10

German see German 
Language 
Acquisition Phase 
6.1

see German Lan-
guage Acquisition 
Phase 6.2

see German 
Language Acqui-
sition Phase 6.3

9.1 Freundschaft, 
Liebe und so weit-
er (novel study: 
Hermann Hesse, 
Unterm Rad)
9.2 Selbstständig 
lernen / Mir auf der 
Spur (novel study, 
Berg, Habe ich dir 
eigentlich schon 
erzählt…)
9.3 Reiselitera-
tur (Wortstark 9, 
Ankunft anderswo)
9.4 Gedichte, 
Lyrik - Goethe, ein 
klassischer Dichter 
(Goethe u.a., Lyrik)

10.1 Mir auf 
der Spur (plus 
Lesen mit Plan; 
Franz Kafka, Die 
Verwandlung)
10.2 Aufstehen 
statt abtauchen 
(Politisches 
Denken, Urteilen, 
Handeln); Schiller, 
Die Räuber
10.3 Start in die 
Arbeitswelt / 
Verantwortung 
für die Zukunft 
(literature)
10.4 Medien 
kritisch betrachtet 
(media studies)
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students in the MYP Mathematics course at ICS 
is shown below. 

The four assessment criteria in mathematics are 
as follows. 

Criterion A: Knowing and understanding. 
Students select and apply mathematics to 
solve problems in both familiar and unfamiliar 
situations in a variety of contexts, demonstrating 
knowledge and understanding of the 
framework’s branches. 

Criterion B: Investigating patterns. Students 
work through investigations to become 
risk-takers, inquirers and critical thinkers. 

Criterion C: Communicating. Students use 
appropriate mathematical language and different 
forms of representation when communicating 

mathematical ideas, reasoning and findings, 
both orally and in writing. 

Criterion D: Applying mathematics in 
real-life contexts. Students transfer theoretical 
mathematical knowledge into real-world 
situations and apply appropriate problem-solving 
strategies, draw valid conclusions and reflect 
upon their results. 

Cumulative assessment in mathematics is 
practiced throughout the programme, giving 
students the opportunity to reinforce concepts 
learned earlier in the course as well as test 
new material. Investigations offer students the 
chance to test their skills and knowledge in 
unfamiliar situations and in real contexts. 

PHYSICAL HEALTH AND EDUCATION

Ensuring a balanced lifestyle requires that we 
are able to consider all parts of our life and make 
educated choices about our own well-being. 
The MYP physical health and education 
curriculum allows students to explore a variety 
of concepts that help foster an awareness of 
physical development and health perspectives, 
as well as positive social interaction. By 
working in teams, students develop their 
collaborative, social and communication skills. 
They also develop tolerance; learn to build 
positive relationships; and learn to reflect on 
their experiences. Inquiry into the concepts 
surrounding health and physical education 
allows students to understand the value of being 
physically active, understand their own personal 
physical development, and to achieve and 
maintain a healthy lifestyle. 

All students will study physical and health 
education throughout the programme. Some of 
the topics and concepts that the students will 
be presented with during the programme are 
shown below. In Grade 10 the students will be 
offered some choice from optional topics. 

The four assessment criteria in health and 
physical education are as follows: 

Criterion A: Knowing and understanding. 
Students develop knowledge and understanding 
about health and physical activity in order to 
identify and solve problems. 

Criterion B: Planning for performance. 
Through inquiry students design, analyse, 
evaluate and perform a plan in order to improve 
performance in physical and health education. 

Subject Grade 6 Grade 7 Grade 8 Grade 9 Grade 10

Mathematics 6.1 Areas 
6.2 Portional 
Relationships
6.3 Units, Rates & 
Percentages
6.4 Fractions and 
Divisions
6.5 Arithmetic in 
Base 10
6.6 Rational 
Numbers

7.1 Probability and 
Sample Spaces
7.2 Arithmetic of 
Positive and Neg-
ative Numbers
7.3 Patterns and 
Problem Solving
7.4 Variables and 
Algebraic Expres-
sions
7.5 Measuring and 
moving Space
7.6 Patterns and 
Gradient

8.1 Measuring 
Space
8.2 What makes 
a line?
8.3 Functions
8.4 Exploring 
Data
8.5 Systems
8.6 Transforming 
Shape

9.1 Exponential 
Functions
9.2 What Chance?
9.3 Inequalities 
and Functions
9.4 Similarity and 
Transformations
9.5 Quadratic 
Functions
9.6 Trigonometry

10.1 Quadratics
10.2 Polygons and 
Circles
10.3 Functions and 
Modelling 
10.4 Circles and 
Solids
10.5 Counting 
Methods and 
Probability
10.6 Logarithms
10.7 Non-right 
Triangles
10.8 Data and 
Statistics
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Criterion C: Applying and performing. 
Students develop and apply practical skills, 
techniques, strategies and movement concepts 
through their participation in a variety of physical 
activities. 

Criterion D: Reflecting and improving 
performance. Students enhance their 
personal and social development, set goals, 

take responsible action and reflect on their 
performance and the performance of others.

The students will have many different occasions 
when they can demonstrate their abilities in 
health and physical education. These will 
include a variety of assessment modes that 
include formal written examinations, planning, 
performing, and reflecting on physical activities.

SCIENCE

MYP science is founded on inquiry and students 
will have the opportunity to observe, research 
and investigate many different scientific 
concepts. The framework for the science 
curriculum allows for both independent and 
group work, thus enhancing the students’ 
reasoning, collaborative and communication 
skills. It also fosters both creative and analytical 
thinking using a multi-perspective approach. 
Students are introduced to and cultivate the 
language of science as they pose questions, 
design research proposals, and carry out and 
reflect on their experiments. The implications 
of science on local and global societies is 
emphasised and the science contexts are 

real, thus enabling the students to examine 
the tensions that might exist between science 
and the environment. The importance of 
understanding science from an ethical, moral, 
cultural, political and economic perspective is 
also a key component of the course. 

The breadth of the course permits students 
to engage in all of the scientific disciplines. In 
Grades 6–9 all of the science disciplines are 
integrated in a general science course. In Grade 
10 the students study biology, chemistry and 
physics as discrete subjects and can choose to 
take an optional biomedical course. 

Some of the topics on offer at ICS are shown 
below. 

Subject Grade 6 Grade 7 Grade 8 Grade 9 Grade 10

Physical 
and Health 
Education

6.1 Invasion 
Games 
6.2 Fitness 
6.3 Net/wall 
games 
6.4 Aesthetics 
6.5 Invasion 
games 
6.6 Track & field

7.1 Invasion 
games 
7.2 Fitness 
7.3 Net/wall 
games 
7.4 Aesthetics 
7.5 Striking and 
fielding games

8.1 Invasion 
games 
8.2 Fitness 
8.3 Net/wall 
games 
8.4 Aesthetics 
8.5 Striking and 
fielding games

9.1 Invasion 
games 
9.2 Fitness 
9.3 Net/wall games 
9.4 Aesthetics
9.5 Track and Field

10.1 Fitness 
10.2 Net/wall 
games 
10.3 Aesthetics 
10.4 Climbing 
10.5 Invasion 
games 
10.6 Orienteering 
and map reading 
10.7 Kayaking 
10.8 First Aid 
10.9 Striking and 
Fielding 
(NB. Some of the 
above units are 
options)

Subject Grade 6 Grade 7 Grade 8 Grade 9 Grade 10

Science 6.1 Safety & the 
Scientific Method
6.2 Cells Tissues 
and Organs
6.3 Earth and the 
Solar System
6.4 Sexual 
Reproduction
6.5 Crime Scene 
Investigation

7.1 Fitness and 
the Cardiovascu-
lar System
7.2 Electricity and 
Magnetism
7.3 Nutrition and 
the Digestive 
System
7.4 Our Changing 
Earth

8.1 Energy 
Transformations 
8.2 Heat Transfer
8.3 Investigating 
Climate Change
8.4 Ecosystems 
and Adaptations

9.1 Atoms, 
Elements and the 
Periodic Table 
(Chemistry)
9.2 Motion (Phys-
ics)
9.3 Rates (Chem-
istry)
9.4 Genetics and 
GMOs (Biology) 

10.1 Human 
Impacts on the 
Environment (ESS)
10.2  Quantitative 
Chemistry
10.3 Waves 
(Physics)
10.4 Genetics 
(Biology
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 OPTIONS CHOICES AT ICS FOR 2023-2024

PROCESS

● In early January, the options are presented
to the students in their respective year
groups. Students are advised to discuss
the options with their parents. If there are
any questions about the subject choices,
parents are advised to contact the
appropriate subject teacher (listed at the
end of this section).

● The online options forms will be made
available to parents via the ICS bulletin in
January.

● The online options forms should be
completed by the deadline of 3 February.

● For Grade 5 students going into Grade 6,
there will be an online information session
for parents separate from the presentation
to the students.

● For Grade 9 students going into Grade
10, there will also be an online information
session for parents.

GRADE 5 GOING INTO GRADE 6

Languages (French & Spanish)

Students have the option to study either French 
or Spanish in Grade 6. These are both beginners’ 
subjects (phase 1). Students who are mother 
tongue speakers cannot take these classes; 
students with some prior experience of French 

or Spanish should contact Mr Morton in the 
Secondary Languages Department to assess 
when their suitability to join these classes in the 
future beyond Grade 6 might be. Such students 
should start in the beginners class of the other 
offered language. 

Please note: the language option is not available 
to students in either English as an Additional 
Language (EAL) or Learning Support (LS) 
classes. Parents of students in the EAL and LS 
programmes will be contacted individually. 

GRADE 7 GOING INTO GRADE 8

Arts

In Grade 8 students have an option to choose 
two arts subjects from:

● Visual Arts
● Drama
● Music

GRADE 8 GOING INTO GRADE 9

Languages (French & Spanish) and Arts

By Grade 9, students are able to identify their 
strengths in terms of academic study and further 
specialise their study of Languages or the Arts. 

Along with their core subjects the students make 
2 choices:

The four assessment criteria in science are as 
follows. 

Criterion A: Knowing and understanding. 
Students develop scientific knowledge (facts, 
ideas, concepts, processes, laws, principles, 
models and theories) and apply it to solve 
problems and express scientifically supported 
judgments. 

Criterion B: Inquiring and designing. 
Students develop intellectual and practical skills 
through designing, analysing and performing 
scientific investigations.

Criterion C: Processing and evaluating. 
Students collect process and interpret 
qualitative and/or quantitative data, and explain 
conclusions that have been appropriately 
reached. 

Criterion D: Reflecting on the impacts of 
science. Students evaluate the implications of 
scientific developments and their applications 
to a specific problem or issue. Varied 
scientific language is applied to demonstrate 
understanding. Students should become aware 
of the importance of documenting the work of 
others when communicating in science. 

Assessments in science include formal 
experimental design; collection, analysis and 
evaluation of data; oral and visual productions 
(e.g. podcasts and PowerPoint presentations); 
examinations; and essay writing.
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● The first choice is one of the following:
● Visual Art
● Music
● Drama
● The second choice is from (they cannot

repeat their first choice):
● Visual Art
● Music
● Drama
● French
● Spanish
● Learning Support (LS)
● English for Academic Purposes (EAP)

Note that in the following year, French and 
Spanish courses in Grade 10 will require 
students to reach a proficiency of phase 3 or 
above. This means that they need to have 
successfully completed phase 2 in French or 
Spanish. 

GRADE 9 GOING INTO GRADE 10

In Grade 10 students have additional option 
choices to their core subjects. 

They will choose: 

● ONE of the Arts subjects:
● Drama
● Music
● Design
● Visual Arts
● and ONE subject from the following:
● Continue their study of French (phase 3

minimum)
● Continue their study of Spanish (phase 3

minimum)
● English for Academic Purposes (EAP)
● Learning Support
● Design
● Global Futures

Note that the goal for many students in French 
and Spanish courses in Grade 10  is to access 
the respective languages at IB Diploma Level in 
grade 11. As such the grade 10 courses will be 
taught to facilitate this access.

GRADE 10 OPTION NEW TO THE 
STUDENTS

There is one subject offered in the options that is 
only offered in Grade 10. This is Global Futures.

Design

Design in Grade 10 gives the students a wider 
scope to choose the way in which they tackle 
a problem using design. Students will complete 
two projects throughout the year which will 
be theme-driven addressing an issue. They 
can decide how they tackle the problem: 
either through using textiles (fashion), product 
design, engineering, or a digital solution whilst 
addressing the needs of an authentic client. 

The key aspects of the course are: 

● Developing ideas
● Creating a solution
● Product design
● Textiles design
● Digital design
● Product photography
● Computer Aided Design & Manufacturing
● Engineering
● Grade 10 Exhibition

Global Futures 

The course provides a thorough exploration 
of emerging Global Issues with a future focus. 
Students will reach a rich understanding of 
specific vocational fields which they have an 
interest in, but which are not directly taught within 
our curriculum (see examples below). Students 
will research contemporary developments within 
these fields through the perspectives of current 
and future trends in media, ethics, politics and 
technology. Course participants will initially learn 
such issues together within case-studies from 
biomedicine and entrepreneurship, and then will 
specialise in the vocational field of their choice. 
Final assessment will be based on an individual 
product which may be shared online, and 
therefore form a cornerstone of the students’ 
ongoing portfolio. 

● Entrepreneurship
● Biomedicine
● International Politics
● Service and Hospitality
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Choosing options

Current enrolled students choosing for the 
following year should make their choices 
on-line in the electronic form that is sent to 
parents via the Bulletin. New students will 
receive the option form from the counsellor 
who will oversee their induction into the 
school. Ms Alina Wrona Eden 
AWronaEden@icsz.ch  for Grades 6 to 8, and 
Ms Lindsay Landmark LLandmark@icsz.ch for 
Grades 9 and 10.

If you have any general questions contact 
Graham Gardner, MYP Coordinator, at 
ggardner@icsz.ch

SUBJECT CONTACTS

Performing Arts (Music, Drama and Dance): 
Mr Chris Tierney - ctierney@icsz.ch 

Visual Arts: Mr Shane Lions - slions@icsz.ch 

Language Acquisition (German, French & 
Spanish): Mr Peter Morton - pmorton@icsz.ch 

Language & Literature (English & German): 
Mr Jonathan Malcolm- mmalcolm@icsz.ch 

Individuals and Societies:  
Mr David Chilton - mchilton@icsz.ch 

Design: Mr Daniel Bush - dbush@icsz.ch 

Science: Mr Sean Healey - shealey@icsz.ch 

Mathematics:  
Ms Emilie Graham - egraham@icsz.ch

Physical & Health Education (P.H.E.): 
Mr Matt Febrey - mfebrey@icsz.ch 

Grade 10 Options 

Design: Mr Daniel Bush - dbush@icsz.ch 

Global Futures: Ms Lindy Hirt - lhirt@icsz.ch 

mailto:AWronaEden%40icsz.ch?subject=
mailto:LLandmark%40icsz.ch?subject=
mailto:ggardner%40icsz.ch?subject=MYP%20Programme
mailto:ctierney%40icsz.ch?subject=
mailto:slions%40icsz.ch?subject=
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